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As the English are prodigal of their money and attention in order to give
everything that relates to the public an air of grandeur and magnificence, we
might naturally expect to find London well lighted, and accordingly nothing
can be more superb. The lamps, which have two or four branches, are
enclosed in crystal globes and fixed on posts at a little distance from each
other. They are lighted at sunset in winter as well as in summer whether the
moon shines or not. In Oxford Road alone there are more lamps than in all
the city of Paris. Even the great roads for seven or eight miles round are
crowded with them which makes the effect exceedingly grand	121
As an example of how the point of view changes, a retrospective
account of these same lamps, made after gas had become general, is
illuminating:
Forty years ago the lighting of the streets was effected by what were
called *parish lamps". The lamp consisted of a small tin vessel, half filled with
the worst train oil, that the parochial authorities, for the most part the chosen
of the select vestries, could purchase at the lowest price to themselves and the
highest charge to the rate payers. In this fluid fish-blubber was a piece of
cotton twist which formed the wick. A set of greasy fellows redolent of
Greenland Dock were employed to trim and light these lamps, which they
accomplished by the apparatus of a formidable pair of scissors, a flaming
flambeau of pitched rope and a rickety ladder, to the annoyance and danger
of all passers-by. The oil vessel and wick were enclosed in a case of semi-
opaque glass ... which obscured even the little light it encircled.122
It is characteristic of contemporary fluctuations of opinion and of the
rapid material changes that were taking place that the outburst of joy
and pride that hailed the Paving Acts was short-lived. This had depend-
ed upon a comparison between the old state of things and the new, but
the old horrors were soon forgotten, and the standard of order and
decency continued to rise. The pride was based on real achievements,
which had an undoubted effect on the health of the town, and in which
London was a pioneer among large cities. The foot-pavements, the
lamps, the water-supply, the fire-plugs, the new sewers, defective
enough by later standards, were admired by all:
Almost every house has a glass lamp with two wicks..„, Beneath the pave-
ments are vast subterraneous sewers arched over to convey away the waste
water which in other cities is so noisome above ground, and at a less depth
are buried wooden pipes that supply every house plentifully with water,

